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Phylogenomics
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“gene” here refers to a portion of the genome 
(not a functional gene)
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Gene tree discordance
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Gene tree discordance
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Causes of gene tree discordance include:
• Incomplete Lineage Sorting (ILS) 
• Duplication and loss 
• Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT)
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Incomplete Lineage Sorting (ILS)

• A random process related to 
the coalescence of alleles 
across various populations 
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Tracing alleles 
through generations
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Incomplete Lineage Sorting (ILS)

• A random process related to 
the coalescence of alleles 
across various populations 

• Omnipresent: possible for 
every tree 

• Likely for short branches 
or large population sizes
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Tracing alleles 
through generations



MSC and Identifiability
• A statistical model called multi-species coalescent 

(MSC) can generate ILS. 
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MSC and Identifiability
• A statistical model called multi-species coalescent 

(MSC) can generate ILS. 

• Any species tree defines a unique distribution on 
the set of all possible gene trees

• In principle, the species tree can be identified 
despite high discordance from the gene tree 
distribution 

• Likelihood calculation is not feasible. 
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Unrooted quartets under MSC model

For a quartet (4 species), the unrooted species tree topology has 
at least 1/3 probability in gene trees (Allman, et al. 2010)
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For a quartet (4 species), the unrooted species tree topology has 
at least 1/3 probability in gene trees (Allman, et al. 2010)
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Unrooted quartets under MSC model

For a quartet (4 species), the unrooted species tree topology has 
at least 1/3 probability in gene trees (Allman, et al. 2010)
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shorter branches ⇒  
more discordance ⇒  
a harder species tree 
reconstruction problem
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Species tree inference for >4 species

For >4 species, the species tree topology can be different from 
the most like gene tree (called anomaly zone) (Degnan, 2013)
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1. Break gene trees into (n    
4 )  quartets of species  

2. Find the dominant tree for all quartets of taxa 
3. Combine quartet trees 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Orang.Gorilla ChimpHuman Rhesus

1. Break gene trees into (n    
4 )  quartets of species  

2. Find the dominant tree for all quartets of taxa 
3. Combine quartet trees 

 

Some tools (e.g.. BUCKy-p [Larget, et al., 2010])

Species tree inference for >4 species

For >4 species, the species tree topology can be different from 
the most like gene tree (called anomaly zone) (Degnan, 2013)

ASTRAL:  
weight all 3(n    

4 ) quartet topologies by 
their frequency in gene trees 

& 
find the optimal species tree using 

dynamic programming



ASTRAL used by biologists
• Plants: Wickett et al., 2014, PNAS 
• Birds: Prum et al., 2015, Nature 
• Xenoturbella Cannon et al., 2016, Nature 
• Xenoturbella Rouse et al., 2016, Nature 
• Flatworms: Laumer et al., 2015, eLife 
• Shrews: Giarla et al., 2015, Syst. Bio. 
• Frogs: Yuan et al., 2016, Syst. Bio. 
• Tomatoes: Pease et al., 2016, PLoS Bio.  
• Angiosperms: Huang et al., 2016, MBE 
• Worms: Andrade et al., 2015, MBE

ASTRALI:  
[Mirarab et al., 2014, 
Bioinformatics]

ASTRAL-II:  
[Mirarab and Warnow, 2015,  
Bioinformatic]



Going beyond the topology

• Branch length (BL):
• ASTRAL did not estimate branch length 
• We added branch length estimation  

• in coalescent units (#generations/population size) 
• only for internal branches
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Going beyond the topology

• Branch length (BL):
• ASTRAL did not estimate branch length 
• We added branch length estimation  

• in coalescent units (#generations/population size) 
• only for internal branches

• Branch support: how reliable is a branch?
• ASTRAL relied on bootstrapping  
• We added a “native” Bayesian support
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[Sayyari and Mirarab, Molecular Biology & Evolution, 2016]
Erfan Sayyari



Branch Length

• Simply a function of the level of discordance
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[Sayyari and Mirarab, MBE, 2016]
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Branch Length

• Simply a function of the level of discordance

• A single quartet (n=4):  reverse the discordance 
formula to get the ML estimate
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[Sayyari and Mirarab, MBE, 2016]
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Branch length for n>4
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Branch length for n>4
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• Simply average all 
quartet frequencies 
“around” that branch 

• Justified given some 
assumptions

• Can be done efficiently 
in Θ(n2m) for all 
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Branch length accuracy
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True gene trees
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was only 0.06, corresponding to branches that are about 14%
shorter or longer than the true branch. As gene tree estima-
tion error increases with reduced number of sites (see table 1
for gene tree error statistics), the branch length error also

increases. Thus, while 1,500 bp genes give 0.17 log error,
250 bp genes result in 0.59 error, which corresponds to
branches that are on average 3.9 times too short or long.
Moreover, unlike true gene trees, the error in branch lengths
estimated based on estimated gene trees is biased toward
underestimation (fig. 6), a pattern that increases in intensity
with shorter alignments.

ASTRAL and MP-EST have similar branch length accuracy
measured by log error for highly accurate gene trees, but
ASTRAL has an advantage with increased gene tree error
(supplementary fig. S10, Supplementary Material online and
table 4). Error measured by root mean squared error (RMSE)
(which emphasizes the accuracy of long branches) is compa-
rable for the two methods, but MP-EST has a slight advantage
given accurate gene trees.

Biological Datasets
For each biological dataset, we show MLBS support and the
local posterior probabilities, computed based on RAxML gene
trees available from respective publications. We also collapse
gene tree branches with <33% bootstrap support and use
these collapsed gene trees to draw local posterior probabili-
ties. For ease of discussion, we show local posterior probabil-
ities as percentages and refer to them simply as posterior or
collapsed posterior (for values based on collapsed gene trees).
We discuss the confidence in important branches in each
tree.

1KP. Three of the key relationships studied by Wickett et al.
(2014) are the sister branch to land plants, the base of the
angiosperms, and the relationship among Bryophytes (horn-
worts, liverworts, and mosses). In the ASTRAL tree, many
branches have full support regardless of the measure of the
support used, but the remaining branches reveal interesting
patterns (fig. 7). The sister relationship between
Zygnematales and land plants receives a moderate 80% BS,
but has 100% posterior. Wickett et al. (2014) also recovered
this relationship by concatenation of various data partitions.
There are 12 other branches that have collapsed posteriors
that are at least 10% higher than BS (fig. 7); no branch has
substantially higher BS than collapsed posterior. Collapsed
posterior for monophyly of Bryophytes and for Amborella
as sister to other angiosperms are 100% (compared with
97% and 93% BS, respectively).

When we collapse low-support branches in gene trees,
posterior goes up for several branches: nine branches have
improvements of 10% or more, and only two branches have
comparable reductions. An interesting case is Coleochaetales
as sister to Zygnematalesþ land plants, which has only 62%
BS and 61% posterior, but has 100% collapsed posterior.
Finally, note that several branches have low posterior, even
after collapsing.

Our estimated branch lengths are short for several nodes.
For example, the branch that unites (Chloranthalesþ
Magnoliids) and Eudicots has a length of 0.14 in coalescent
units. Other branches that have been historically hard to re-
cover also tend to have short branches; however, these are
not necessarily extremely short branches that would

FIG. 6. ASTRAL branch length accuracy on the avian dataset. Log
transformed estimated branch lengths are shown versus true branch
lengths, and a generalized additive model is fitted to the data. One
branch with length 10"6 is trimmed out here, but full results, includ-
ing MP-EST, is shown in supplementary figure S9, Supplementary
Material online.

Table 4. Branch Length Accuracy for the Avian Dataset.

No. of sites Log Err RMSE

ASTRAL MPEST ASTRAL MPEST

True gt. 0.06 (0.10) 0.07 (0.11) 0.44 (0.44) 0.30 (0.30)
1,500 0.17 (0.20) 0.14 (0.18) 0.83 (0.83) 0.70 (0.70)
1,000 0.22 (0.27) 0.22 (0.25) 1.08 (1.07) 1.01 (1.00)
500 0.37 (0.42) 0.42 (0.46) 1.65 (1.64) 1.65 (1.64)
250 0.59 (0.63) 0.81 (0.84) 2.25 (2.24) 2.28 (2.26)

NOTE.—Logarithmic error and root mean squared error are shown for true species
trees scored with true gene trees or estimated gene trees with various numbers of
sites using ASTRAL and MP-EST. An extremely short branch with length 10"6 was
removed from the calculations, but error including that branch is shown
parenthetically.

Sayyari and Mirarab . doi:10.1093/molbev/msw079 MBE
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Branch support  
(common practice)

• Multi-locus bootstrapping 
(MLBS) 

• Slow: requires  
bootstrapping all genes  
(e.g., 100m  ML trees) 

• Inaccurate and hard to 
interpret  
[Mirarab et al., Sys bio, 2014;  
Bayzid et al., PLoS One, 2015]
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Branch support idea: n=4
• Recall quartet frequencies follow a multinomial distribution 
 

• P ( topology seen in m1 / m gene trees is the species tree ) =  
P ( θ1 > 1/3 ) =  
P ( a 3-sided coin tossed m  times is biased towards  
     the side that shows up m1 times)
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Branch support idea: n=4
• Recall quartet frequencies follow a multinomial distribution 
 

• P ( topology seen in m1 / m gene trees is the species tree ) =  
P ( θ1 > 1/3 ) =  
P ( a 3-sided coin tossed m  times is biased towards  
     the side that shows up m1 times)

• Can be analytically solved
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Posterior

• Fast to calculate 

• Depends on the frequency of not just the first topology, 
but also the frequency of second and third topologies

15

Prior:  Yule process 
become conjugate



Conjugate prior
• All three topologies have equally prior 

• The species tree generated through a birth-only (Yule) 
process with rate λ 

• Turns out to be the conjugate prior 

• (default) λ =0.5 → uniformly distributed branch lengths

16
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Quartet support v.s. posterior
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!3
Background: How many targets are enough? 
The number of loci required for confidently resolving a 
phylogenetic relationship depends on its “hardness”. 
Discordant gene trees due to incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) 
can make branches of a species tree very difficult to resolve. 
ILS is a function of the branch length and population size. 
This means that shorter branches or larger population sizes 
increase ILS, and can make species tree reconstruction more 
difficult. The co-PI has recently developed a new approach for 
estimating the support of a branch in a coalescent-based 
framework based on the proportion of gene trees that support 
quartet topologies in gene trees[31]. This new approach is 
analogous to finding the probability that a three-sided die is 
loaded towards each facet by observing outcomes of many 
tosses. We can also ask the reverse question: if we have an 
estimate of the degree of bias of a die, how many tosses are 
needed to confidently find its loaded side. Similarly, this 
approach[31] sheds light on the relationship between the 
number of genes required to achieve a level of support for a 
branch of a certain length in coalescent units (Fig. 3). While 
the co-PI’s method of calculating support, which is 
implemented in ASTRAL [32, 33], gives the basic mathematical 
framework, more method development is needed (see below). 

    Research Approach 
Specimens 
Suitable specimens of more than 80 species of Sabellidae and >120 Terebelliformia species have been 
collected from localities around the world in the last 15 years by the PI. Further collecting will be 
undertaken for some key taxa for a few more transcriptomes and for targeted DNA capture. We also have 
agreements from other experts in Sabellidae and Terebelliformia to provide other needed ethanol-preserved 
specimens for targeted capture. We will obtain ~ 50% of the known sabellid diversity and ~25% of 
terebelliforms for targeted capture sequencing (~500 species total). Our plan is to sample all genera, 
particularly focusing on their type species. This should allow for the generation of robust phylogenies, from 
which we will revise the taxonomy. Specimens will be vouchered at the SIO Benthic Invertebrate Collection 
and biodiversity information curated on the Encyclopedia of Life. 
Sequencing (transcriptomes and targeted capture of DNA) 
A targeted capture approach will be used with an appropriate number of loci (see below) to generate robust 
phylogenies of Sabellidae and Terebelliformia. Two different sets of targets will be designed from 
transcriptomes, across Sabellidae and Terebelliformia repectively. We have already generated new 
transcriptomes for nine sabellids, a serpulid and a fabriciid (bold terminals in Fig. 4), and nine 
Terebelliformia (bold terminals in Fig. 5) and combined this data with the few publicly available 
transcriptomes. Based on direct sequencing data already obtained for several genes for Sabellidae and 
Terebelliformia [Rouse in prep.; Stiller et al. in prep.], our sampling arguably spans the extant diversity of 
each clade. Several more transcriptomes will be needed to ensure the targeted capture methods will be 
robust. Methods for generating these transcriptomes will follow those previously used by us[6, 34]. 
How many targets are needed? 
A targeted capture pipeline typically starts from a large number of loci sequenced from a small number of 
species using genome-wide approaches (e.g., transcriptomics)[7, 8, 35]. This initial dataset is then used to 
select a smaller subset of loci for the targeted capture phase, which involves a larger set of species. To 
reduce the cost and effort, one would want to minimize the number of loci in the second phase, as long as 
sufficient loci are selected to confidently resolve relationships of interest. To date the number of loci has 
been determined in an ad hoc manner, either by the ultra conserved elements discovered[7, 8] or limitations 
of the targeted capture technology[13]. Initial analyses of our two datasets demonstrates how the number of 

Fig. 3. Impact of number of genes (colors) and 
amount of ILS (x-axis) on support (posterior 
probability) for a branch (y-axis). Under the 
coalescent model, for four species separated with 
an unrooted branch of length d, the probability of 
a gene tree being identical to the species tree is 
1-2/3e-d (we use this as a measure of ILS). We 
measure support using local pp [31] for various 
numbers of gene trees (assuming no gene tree 
estimation error). More ILS (ie., low 1-2/3e-d) 
requires more genes to get high support.

quartet frequency (θ1)

Increased number of genes (m )  ⇒  increased support 

Decreased discordance              ⇒  increased support
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|C1|=n1

|C2|=n2

|C3|=n3

|C4|=n4

• Locality Assumption: All four clusters 
around a branch are correct 

• Treat branches independently

• k  quartets around a branch? 

• Independence assumption is too 
liberal (m×k  tosses of the coin) 

• Fully dependent assumption: 
 

— all quartets give noisy estimates 
of a single hidden true frequency 
 

— Simply average their frequencies

k=n1×n2×n3×n4



Simulation studies
• Our simulations violate our assumptions 

• Estimated gene trees instead of true gene trees 

• Estimated species trees: the locality assumption can be violated 

• Measuring the support accuracy: the number of false positive and 
false negatives above various thresholds of support
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localPP is more accurate than 
bootstrapping
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Avian simulated dataset (48 taxa, 1000 genes)

the ROC curves show (fig. 5), for the same number of
false positives branches, local posterior probabilities result in
better recall than MLBS. This pattern is more pronounced
for shorter alignments, which have increased gene tree
error. For example, for the 250 bp model condition, if we
choose a support threshold that results in 0.01 FPR, with local
posterior values, we still recover 84% of correct branches,
whereas with MLBS, the same FPR results in retaining
70% of correct branches. Thus, for a desired level of precision,
better recall can be obtained using local posterior
probabilities.

Branch Length
Branch length accuracy on the avian dataset was a function of
gene tree estimation error whether ASTRAL or MP-EST was
used (table 4). With true gene trees, branch length log error

FIG. 4. Branch length accuracy on the A-200 dataset with Medium ILS. See supplementary figures S7 and S8, Supplementary Material online for
low and high ILS. The estimated branch length is plotted against the true branch length in log scale (base 10). Blue line: a fitted generalized
additive model with smoothing (Wood 2011).

Table 3. Branch Length Accuracy on the A-200 Dataset.

Dataset n Log Err RMSE

True gt Est. gt True gt Est. gt

Low ILS 1,000 0.10 0.42 5.57 6.75
Low ILS 200 0.16 0.44 6.22 6.99
Low ILS 50 0.25 0.48 6.84 7.29
Med ILS 1,000 0.03 0.20 0.22 0.86
Med ILS 200 0.07 0.22 0.44 0.91
Med ILS 50 0.13 0.26 0.74 1.05
High ILS 1,000 0.06 0.15 0.03 0.13
High ILS 200 0.11 0.18 0.07 0.15
High ILS 50 0.18 0.24 0.14 0.19

NOTE.—Logarithmic error (Log Err) and RMSE are shown for true species trees
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Avian
On the avian dataset, we compare local posterior probabilities
against branch support generated using site-only MLBS with
estimated gene trees and ASTRAL species trees. Here, we also
study the impact of increasing levels of gene tree estimation
error by decreasing the number of sites per gene from
1,500 bp to 250 bp.

Posterior and MLBS
The precision of local PP is 100% for the 0.99 threshold, re-
gardless of the numbers of sites, but the recall ranges from

81% for the 1,500 bp model condition to 69% for 250 bp
(supplementary table S1 and figs. S5 and S6, Supplementary
Material online). Precision is at least 99.8% for the 0.95 thresh-
old, and the recall is between 71.5% and 84.7%, depending on
the model condition (an improvement of 2–5% compared
with the 0.99 threshold). Lowering the support threshold all
the way to 0.7 still retains at least 99.1% accuracy and in-
creases the recall to between 78.3% and 91.4%. Therefore, the
local posterior probabilities allow very few false positives with
high support but also miss some true positives (and thus may
be conservative).

Nevertheless, local posterior probabilities are less conser-
vative than MLBS support values and have better recall. As
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FIG. 3. Evaluation of local PP on the A-200 dataset with ASTRAL species trees. See supplementary figures S2–S4, Supplementary Material online for
other species trees. (A) Precision and recall of branches with local PP above a threshold ranging from 0.9 to 1.0 using estimated gene trees (solid) or
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Summary
• Both branch length and support can be computed quickly 

• a function of the observed amount of gene tree 
discordance 

• support is also a function of the number of genes 
• Local posterior probability outperforms bootstrapping 

• Requires strong assumptions (to be relaxed in future) 
• Branch length accuracy depends on the gene tree 

accuracy 
• All available at https://github.com/smirarab/ASTRAL 
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